The Executive Chairperson
Planning Authority
St. Francis Ravelin,
Floriana

Date:
ERA Ref:

06/07/2018
EA 00043/18

Dear Sir/Madam,
Planning Ref.:

PA 05039/18

Description Proposal:

Erection of solar farm at ex-quarry no 48/38 including
infilling of part of quarry, construction of underground
reservoir and of substation and fixing of gates.
Quarry 48/38, Triq it-Torri Vincenti, Mqabba, Malta

Location:

Environmental Impact Assessment Regulations, 2017 (S.L. 549.46)
Reference is made to the Project Description Statement (PDS), which was received by
the ERA on 12th June 2018.
ERA’s recommendation and representation on the said development proposal are
being lodged in its capacity as an external consultee and an interested party in
accordance with the Development Planning Act and the Development Planning
(Procedure for Applications and their Determination) Regulations, 2016 (Legal Notice
162 of 2016).
1.

Outline of proposal

1.1

PA05039/18 is a development permit application to assemble a solar farm in
an ex-quarry including infilling of part of quarry, construction of underground
reservoir and of substation and fixing of gates at Quarry 48/43, Triq it-Torri
Vincenti, Mqabba, Malta (Figure 1 and 2).

1.2

The proposed project will be divided into two major stages, the restoration stage
and the development of the solar farm. This will be designed as follows:
• Backfilling and crushing activities;
• Construction of a utility substation to transmit electricity from the solar farm
to the grid;
• Construction of the solar farm and
• Construction of a reservoir.

1.3

In order to backfill the quarry, a total of 150,370m3 of inert construction
material are required.
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Figure 1: Aerial photo of site, 2016 (Source: PA Geoserver).

Figure 2: Aerial photo (zoomed) of site, 2016 (Source: PA Geoserver).
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2.

Site context

2.1.

The proposed site is located outside development zone at Quarry 48/43, Triq
it-Torri Vincenti, Mqabba, Malta.

2.2.

The site area is divided into three separate areas: one, which will be utilized for
the erection of the solar panels, and the other two areas, marked as third party
property, consist of an open filed with a compacted gravel surface.

2.3.

The proposed site measures approximately 27,933 square metres of which
21,008 square metres will be used for the proposed solar farm. The remaining
6,635m2 which are third party property will remain as open fields. The PDS
states that these will be subject to a separate development planning
application.

2.4.

The depth levels of the quarry vary from an elevation of 105.54m from mean
sea level on the western parts of the site to an elevation of 99m from mean sea
level on the eastern part of the site.

2.5.

The proposed site is located (i) next to other quarries and agricultural fields, (ii)
c. 10 metres from the Urban Conservation of Mqabba and (iii) c 25m north east
of Torre Vincente, a Grade 1 Architecturally Protected Site (G.N. 8 of 1997).

2.6.

In addition, the proposed site is partially located within the (i) 300m buffer zone
of the Groundwater Safeguard Zone as identified by MRA under the Water
Policy Framework Regulations (S.L. 549.100) and (ii) Airport Bird Sanctuary (LAjruport ta’ Hal-Luqa – MALT_161) (Protection of Birds and Wild Rabbit
Regulations – S.L.435.04). The latter is considered a nominal environmental
constraint as the ‘bird sanctuary’ in question is intended as a prohibition of
shooting activities for the purpose of airport safety and is not related to
environmental protection.

2.7.

The site is classified as a quarry (SMMW 01 - Quarrying and Buffer areas
between Quarrying sites, protected areas and residential areas) as per Map
MA3 of the South Malta Local Plan, 2006. Apart from regulating the extension
of quarrying activities within 100m buffer zone from residential areas, protected
areas and around the airport, Policy SMMW 01 also promotes the rehabilitation
and restoration of disused quarries back to agricultural use or as appropriate.

3. Site History
The site has been subject of the following development permit applications:


PA/04955/07 – Deposit of soil for agriculture use. Application has been
approved.



PA/05551/07 – Demolition of an existing garage and construction of garages.
Applications has been refused.
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 PA/02310/14 – Reactivation of quarry operations (ex quarry no 48 only partially
exhausted and deposit inert material (ex quarry no.38). Reconsideration on
permit condition has been granted.
 PA/00981/16 – To sanction a pre 1978 building. Application has been approved.
4. EIA Screening (citations refer to S.L. 549.46, except where otherwise
specified):
4.1.

The proposal falls under Schedule I, Category II, Sections 1.0.2.1
(Development with a site area of 2 ha or more), and 9.0.2.3 (Restoration and
after-use of existing or disused quarries or mines, other than for restoration of
the site back to its pristine state).

4.2.

A number of impacts, along with their respective mitigation measures were
outlined within the PDS. These are summarised below.

Type and characteristics of potential impact/s
4.3.

The proposal involves the modification of the current land use, namely from an
exhausted quarry into a solar energy production facility after it has been
backfilled. The site is classified as a quarry (SMMW 01 - Quarrying and Buffer
areas between Quarrying sites, protected areas and residential areas) and
promotes the rehabilitation and restoration of disused quarries back to
agricultural use or as appropriate. Hence, given the nature of the project, the
proposal is not expected to have a significant impact on the environment.

4.4.

The site is not sensitive from a visual, ecological and landscape point of view
and given the location, scale and nature of the proposal, no significant negative
impacts are envisaged. Environmental impacts are unlikely to be negative
given the similar land use of the surrounding areas (i.e. other quarries).

4.5.

The likely noise impacts during infilling and conversion of backfilled quarry into
a solar farm is not envisaged to be significant given the scale and nature of the
proposal and the temporary duration of works. Noise related impacts generated
from operating equipment and trucks during development phase are short term
and temporary.

4.6.

During the restoration stage, dust can occur from excavation, drilling, crushing,
truck traffic and screening. Mitigation measures includes good housekeeping,
use of water trucks, pressurized water for wheel-washing of vehicles and PV
panels, control of vehicle speed and construction of high boundary wall and
planting. Conveyor belts must be kept covered at all times and crushers must
be equipped with vacuum systems to suppress dust. Hence, dust is not likely
to have a significant impact as long as mitigation measures comply with the
Environmental Management Construction Site Regulations (S.L. 552.09).
Emissions from vehicles in the forms of Benzene NO 2 and PM10 will have
negligible impact on air quality.
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5. Conclusion and Recommendation
EIA screening conclusion
5.1. Screening in terms of Regulation 14 of the EIA Regulations (S.L. 549.46) has
determined that impacts of the development are unlikely to be significant as long
as various mitigation measures are duly incorporated through the mainstream
development consent mechanism and mitigated by means of conditions and
specifications (e.g. approved documents) in the development permit.
ERA recommendation
5.2. ERA agrees with the proposed development permit application to assemble a
solar farm in an ex-quarry including infilling of part of quarry, construction of an
underground reservoir and of substation and has no objection in this regard.
Environmental permitting requirements
5.3. Without prejudice to any action ERA may take with respect to the infilling of site
without the required environmental permit, the proposal is subject to an update
of the pending Environmental Permit (EP005/15) including the crushing/recycling
operations.
Conditions
5.4. Without prejudice to any action ERA may take regarding the infilled area (hit by
ECF 294/15) of the site that has been completed without environmental
authorization, the executable version of this development permit together with
the approved plans and the commencement notice shall not be issued until such
time that the applicant submits a written acknowledgement from the ERA
confirming that an update to the application for an Environmental Permit
(EP005/15) has been submitted and validated by the ERA. The operational
changes to the site approved by the development permit shall not commence
until such time that the variation/ renewal of the Environmental Permit is issued
by ERA.
5.5

All measures shall be adopted to avoid pollution of the surrounding terrestrial
environment, including through the action of runoff from potentially contaminated
areas.

5.6

All quarry operations including landfilling activities, are subject to the legal
provisions of the Waste Management (Management of Waste from Extractive
Industries and Backfilling) Regulations, 2009 (S.L. 549.63) and the Waste
Regulations, 2011 (L.N. 184 of 2011 as amended, S.L. 549.63).

5.7

Any soil on the site shall not be dumped over but shall be collected for reuse. A
permit from the Director of Agriculture may be required to remove the soil from
the site and to transport it to a different location. This condition does not
exonerate the applicant, contractor or any other relevant party from complying
with all permitting requirements as may be applicable for deposition of the
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removed soil onto other land. Soil and material removed from the site shall not be
deposited on any open or undeveloped land outside officially approved development
zones, nor used for land reclamation, unless with prior approval in writing by ERA.

Yours faithfully,

Marie Louise Zammit
Assistant Environmental Protection Officer
f/Director Environment & Resources

Disclaimer
The above screening results, the ensuing conclusions and recommendations are without prejudice to any
required changes or updates should the development proposal be eventually modified or should the
information/assumptions provided turn out to be incorrect. Any deviations of the proposal from this
submission would need to be re-assessed and the merits of this screening would need to be re-opened.
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